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I. Summary.  
 

 
The most basic goal of the Space program ever since its initiation in Europe in the 1920‟s and 
30‟s and in the 1940‟s and thereafter by United States is the establishment of the first settlement 

of  people outside Earth – on the Moon – to then proceed therefrom to other destinations. The 
Gateway to Human Expansion into Space will be the First Human Settlement outside Earth – on 
the Moon – with return by humans on 2015, a Moon Base of twelve by 2020 and the First Self-

Supportive “Jamestown on the Moon” of 144+ Settlers on or before 2050.  
 

 
One Projected First Settlement of 144+ People (Orbitec and Koelle, 2001)  

 
 
In the 1960‟s John F. Kennedy set the goal of sending men to the Moon and returning therefrom 

within the decade, a goal met and exceeded on July 20
th

, 1969 through 1972 with the last landing 
of Apollo 17. Since then this core goal of the Space program has been frozen, indeed abolished 
despite the initial decision to enable a New Space Transportation System – the Space Shuttle 

and the Space Tug – to allow the opening of Cis-lunar Space and the Moon for the 1980‟s and 
beyond. It is dire time to resume the imagination and goals now for our future – or we will fail.  
 

SCTC and its members have proposed and reconfirm the establishment of a First Moon 
Settlement - starting with manned re-landings on the Moon by 2015, a Moon Base of twelve 
astronauts by 2020 and an expansion of these activities to such first Settlement by 2050 of 144+ 

people (twelve to the power two – the number of the Mayas).  
 
A Robust Implementation of the President‟s Space Initiative has been outlined, with specific 

technology RDT&E Goals for the 2015 – 2030 period, concentrating on the Moon as a testbed for 
exploration missions for commodities to Earth and human expeditions beyond the Moon 
thereafter: the “Landgrabbers” to other Solar lands, the “Floaters” to L-5 and Ring Worlders 

around the Solar System and beyond and the “Seeders” fertilizing Solar systems beyond ours 
throughout the Milky Way with “our” human li fe.  
  

Most important, the Government activities (and stagnant non-activities) of the past have to be 
supported by and significantly expanded – indeed supplemented in decades to come – by one 



and all people by the right and implementation of Homestead Rights of private investments and 
freedoms under the Outer Space Treaty of 1967 on the Moon and then to other Celestial bodies.  

 
This policy statement combines the expertise of two Technical Committees, the Space 
Colonization TC and the “In-Situ” Resources Utilization TC. Other TCs may join in this Policy 

Assessment and Recommendation for AIAA.  
 
A clear, robust and historic goal for the President‟s Space Initiative is identified: the establishment 

of the First Permanent Human Settlement Outside Earth, on the Moon – starting in 2015 and fully 
operational by 2015 for decades beyond.  
 

The central theme of this paper is the need for a Private Company Approach for 
implementing the President‟s Space Exploration Initiative by proceeding first to the Moon. 
In this we follow the examples of Comsat/Intelsat 

 
In commemoration of the first sustained English settlement in the Americas in 1607 we propose 
to name this settlement “Jamestown” and the Base “Columbia” for the astronauts of Columbia‟s 

last flight in January/February 2003.  
 
Background.  

 
In 1959 Wernher von Braun outlined a vision for the US Space program for the 1960‟s, 
culminating in the establishment of a permanent Lunar Base comprising twelve (12) astronauts. 

In May 1961 President Kennedy took the first step by directing NASA to land Man on the Moon 
and bring him back safely by the end of the decade, for a total effort that stayed below $100 
billion and accomplished the task in less than eight years.  

 
At the time of the first landing of man on the Moon in July 1969 the Space Task Force outlined a 
similar goal for the US for the 1970‟s, including the deployment and operation of four large 

astronomy facilities for the 1970‟s. This unanimous recommendation was deconstructed, nearly 
terminating the quest for Human Space flight into the Solar System.  
 

The assessment by Tom Paine in the mid-1980‟s and the Synthesis Group under Tom Stafford in 
the early 1990‟s came to the same conclusion, with the added vision of then proceeding on 
toward Mars and other destinations. 35 years after the first landing of man on the Moon we have 

spent in excess of $500 billion and yet have not proceeded beyond Low Earth Orbit.  
 

On January 14th 2004 President Bush committed the United States once more to resuming our 

quest for Human Space exploration, starting first and foremost with the Moon and, after mastering 
the myriad problems and challenges of Human Space flight and exploration, to then proceed 

beyond. 
  
This vision of decades past has to be realized with a robust implementation of the Space Initiative 

as stated by the President to give content and scope to NASA, other Government agencies, the 
U.S. Congress and, most important, the people and future generations of the United States and 
all those who will join us in this historic quest. 

 
This journey, interrupted after a few missions of the first Humans to the Moon in the 1960‟s and 
early 1970‟s has, finally, to be continued by establishing the first Human settlement outside Earth 

on the Moon – this time to stay. 
 
If such a goal were not given, NASA and the nation may meander another 35 years in Space and 

spend $500 billion or more without any results to show for, other than periodic exercises limited to 
low Earth orbit.  
 

 



The Opportunities.  
 

With the renewed attention to Space Exploration and the role of Humans in Space questions 
of the uses of the Moon and other bodies of the Solar system have come to the forefront: is 
human Space flight but a romantic quest of childhood dreams or are there key opportunities to be 

opened and explored for the benefit of mankind – on Earth or in Space.  

Economic laws – which apply in Space as well as on Earth – will limit beneficial uses of 
Space for Earth to the immediate vicinity of Earth in the solar system, the Moon. These 

„constraints‟ will limit the uses for Earth to essentially observations, communications and 
energy – all commodities with „low mass‟ and „speed of light‟  transmission.  

The revolutionary concept of a „condominium‟ of observation facilities is proposed for 

observations of the universe, the Sun and the Earth – providing a stable, nearly limitless 
aperture across the electromagnetic spectrum with huge advantages in reliability, costs and 
assurance of continuity of observations. Similarly, communications, navigation, command 

and control of civil and scientific activities on the Moon and for Cis- and Translunar space 
will change fundamentally. 

Beyond these uses, the „tapping‟ of the vast (Solar, Nuclear) energy resources available on 

the Moon promises fundamental changes in Space operations, Space transportation and 
potentially clean energy supplies across all regions of Earth. E.g. with 1 GWe supply on the 
Moon a new age of „ fuel-less‟ space transportation across Cis- and Translunar space is 

enabled, ultimately allowing speeds of up to one third the speed of light for missions to 
nearby solar systems. 

Last and not least, with such assured energy supplies, all the lunar resources can be tapped 

for the establishment of Closed Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS) leading to the first 
settlement independent of Earth – a most historic step for mankind to assuring its survival 
and expansion into Space. 

 
These broad, challenging and exciting opportunit ies and perspectives on beneficial uses of 
the Moon and Cis-lunar Space to benefit Earth require a robust Research, Development, 

Testing and Evaluation (“RDT&E”) effort across the board of aerospace technologies, but 
also all other fields of endeavor in engineering, technology, the sciences and the humanities. 
When set along the lines outlined herein we believe this renewed commitment will give a 

new, forceful impetus to the young generation to pursue these difficult and demanding tasks 
of innovation and enterprise.  

Once we have learned how to walk and work on the Moon and from the Moon in Cis -lunar 

Space we then can set out to voyages beyond and extend humanity throughout the Solar 
system and some day beyond.  

 

Recommendations  
 
In response to the President‟s Space Exploration Initiative and to give substance  to the 

President‟s explicit statement of January 14
th

, 2004 to NASA and the nation; 
 
In recognition of the aspirations and hopes of current and future generations of the United States 

and Mankind;   
 
In commemoration of all those who died in pursuit of Human Space exploration in generations 

past and the crew on Columbia‟s last flight in particular;  
 
Aware of the historical context of the opportunity of the United States to continue beyond the first 

steps of man on the moon taken in the 1960‟s and 70‟s and advance Human exploration and 
settlement of Space beyond Earth;  



 
Faced with the critical need to decide on the next generation Space Transportation System 

derived from the unique US technology base of reusable engines, rockets and Spacecraft (the 
Space Shuttle System); 
 

Deeply troubled by 35 years of indecision, delay and, yes, retreat from the journey of mankind 
into Space, in 1969 (Post-Apollo Space Task Force), in 1986 (Tom Paine Space Commission) 
and in 1992 (The Synthesis Group/Stafford Report), each one turned down because of unrealistic 

aspirations or recommendations beyond logical next steps on the Moon and from the Moon;  
 
Mindful of the historically overarching quest to establish settlements and civilizations outside and 

ultimately independent of Earth;  
 
Cognizant of the core quest of Space Enterprise to the young generation to aspire to a carrier in 

the sciences, technology, exploration and utilization;  
  
To reconcile and focus the diverse constituent interests of the Science, Technology, Applications 

and Exploration objectives of NASA and the Space community by opening and enabling thereby 
opportunities on and beyond the Moon throughout Cis-lunar Space and the Solar system we 
recommend to 

 
ESTABLISH A FIRST SUSTAINED HUMAN PRESENCE ON  THE MOON  

[AT THE POLES] OF TWELVE ASTRONAUTS STARTING BY 2015  

TO DEPLOY AND OPERATE THAT BASE BY 2020 AND BEYOND 
AND GROW TO A FIRST SETTLEMENT OF 144+ BY 2050  

WITH HOMESTEADS AND FREEDOMS OF ALL  

 
Key to the implementation of the Space Vision as originally announced by the President – with 
2015 as the cornerstone date for the return of the United States to the Moon  – this time to 

stay – is the mobilization of all the people of the United States under the Constitutional 
Homestead Rights on the Moon and Celestial bodies beyond. With such Homestead Rights funds 
will increase forcefully and early to supplement the “projected” NASA budget profiles as shown in 

the various “Roadmaps” in the ongoing internal assessments by the agency. (see Figure …) 
 
With NASA tasked to provide the requisite enabling Space Transportation Infrastructure to 

and from the Moon by 2015 and with confirming the Homestead Rights to one and all U.S. 
people we may avoid committing the historic mistake of Emperor Zu Deh of 1423 when under the 
advice of his scientific and financial advisers China decided to burn their ships of exploration 

when returning from their global quest started in 1421 under the motto “Why should we spend all 
these funds to visit the barbarians – let them spend these funds if they want to visit us – the 
center of the universe and heavenly kingdom”. The barbarians did and the rest is history. China 

for one will not repeat that mistake. 
 
In the meantime we have and are burning our ships of space enterprise : the family of Apollo 

launch technologies, the Space Shuttle, indeed even everyday launch systems and propulsion 
technologies, returning to “V2” derivative expendable systems conceived in the 1920‟s and 30‟s.  
 

Lest the Nation agree on a Robust Implementation of the President‟s Space Initiative NOW, the 
next generation of “Ships of Space Enterprise” will hoist different flags as they bypass us in 
Space in the decades ahead.  

 
 
 

 
 

 



II. Moon: Gateway to Earth, Solar System and the Beyond. 
 

 
In the context of „Space Power‟ and strategy the United States has been missing the strategic 
“High Ground” – the Moon – now for over three decades, a failure of historic proportions in dire 

need of correction: first in 1969 with the Space Task Force report of July 20
th

, the very day we 
landed the first man on the Moon, then again in the early 1980‟s, when deciding to go for a Space 
Station instead of directly to the Moon (for cost and more accomplishments to show for), then 

again in the early 1990‟s, the days of the Space Exploration Initiative. After the Columbia flight 
management disaster another Space Exploration initiative was announced by the President 
January 14

th
, 2004, with NASA once more chasing off with roadmaps and spirals toward Mars, 

only belatedly and grudgingly acknowledging the need for a Moon Base this past December, 
2006, albeit delayed into the mid 2020‟s.  
 

In the following a case is made for the overarching importance of a return to the Moon in the 
2010‟s, outlining the basic economic and strategic opportunities enabled by the economic 
exploration and development of the Moon and three specific major applications/projects identified 

that will be implemented by the private sector in co-ordination with government(s). Should we fail 
to do so, others will proceed where we did not dare to venture.  
 

In each of the critical decision points in the US Space program Mars acted as a “Red Herring” to 
confuse lethargic policy makers – diverting attention from the decisions at hand toward a fata 
morgana of distant promises of the currently unachievable [see e.g. the Safe Passage report on 

long duration Space flight beyond Earth-Moon of 2001]. 
 
In addition to the human health barriers to romantic dashes beyond Earth and Moon to places like 

Mars and someday even Sedna, there are eminently practical reasons why the Moon is of 
immediate, paramount economic and strategic importance in the 21

st
 century – and not Mars – 

due to equally inescapable barriers: the inescapable laws of economics. 

 
A. Four Universal Laws (Constraints) of Economics 

(Valid even in „Parallel‟ Universes – with or without „Inflation‟) 

 
In 1972 and then again in 1986 at the IAA-IAF meetings the author set forth basic economic 

considerations applicable to Space Enterprise, with very dire (constraining) implications as to the 

type and scope of economic activities and returns from Space enterprise – leaving aside for the 
moment the sophomoric „spin-off‟ arguments, important as these might be to the layman. 
Whereas the laws of physics at various phases of cosmological developments may or may not 

apply, mutate, or change to make observations meet the desired beginnings or outcomes, the 
laws of economics are immutable and apply universally, with possibly still unexplor ed applications 
to the physical sciences. These are:  

1 – The Cost of Time (Interest, “i”):  
This cost is larger than or equal to zero (i.e. can never be negative in real terms) and is an 

incredible “value crunching machine”: so much so that the economist Heilbronner published in the 

1970s a provocative article titled “The world ends in 200 years: so what!” One can easily agree 
with his conclusions by the simple thought experiment of how wrong such Doomsday Sayers in 
whatever cloth – particularly that of „scientists‟ – would have been with such fears say in 1804. 

This is particularly true in the consumer societies of today where practically anything that extends 
beyond a decade is outside the interest span of most. Heilbronner‟s point, of course, was that 
anything we „predict‟ today for 200 years hence is simply beyond the rational scope of public 

policy concerns if only for an inability to anticipate technological, societal and, yes, climatic 
change. 

2 – The Cost of Transport (“delta V”):  

Overcoming gravity to move mass from its source to its desired destination is subject to the 



requisite force to transport such mass. 

3 – The Price (“p”) of Commodities (Goods and Services) as a Function of Supply and Demand: 

Whereas commodities in scarce supply and high demand carry high prices, most of these 
prices collapse radically when their supply increases unexpectedly. Historically the most stable 
price was that of gold to silver (1:12) over many millennia until the discovery of the Americas 

whence that price collapsed because of „oversupply‟ of silver. A telling example: were one to 
discover and capture an asteroid made up entirely of perfectly cut 10 karat diamonds, the price of 
diamonds would rapidly approach zero as it came closer to landing at Cape Canaveral.  

4 – Location as a Function of the above Three Factors (Cost of Time, Transport and Price):  
The constraints imposed by items 1 through 3 above will severely restrict rational policy 

choices.[Figure 2.1] 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1: The Moon as seen from the International Space Station February 24, 2005  
 

B. Applying these Economic Laws to Space Exploration and Enterprise: 
Literally hundreds if not thousands of scientists and engineers have done impressive work on the 
feasibility and scope of Lunar activities needed to establish a first presence of humans on the 

Moon. Many were documented in 1985 in “Lunar Bases and Space Activities in the 21
st

 Century”, 
edited by W.W. Mendell. We do not start with a „blank page‟.  
One of the most imaginative – and at some future time realistic – works on the role and scope of 

the Moon in mankind‟s future has been described by Krafft Ehricke, in papers dating to the late 
1960s and early 1970s and summarized in “Lunar Industrialization and Settlement  – Birth of a 
Polyglobal Civilization

1
.” The Moon can be an integral part of the Cis-Lunar and planetary 

economy. The question is, “How do we get from here to „there‟”.  
Most of the major Space policy assessments and exercises of the past sixty years are 
unidirectional, with the Moon as a stepping-stone to other places in the Solar system. Among the 

                                                 
1 Mendell, W.W. Editor, Lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 21st Century, Lunar and Planetary Institute, Houston, 

Texas, 1985; see also the Partial Bibliography in Appendix E. 



large mass of articles, papers, and writings only a few deal with the beneficial uses of the Moon 
for Cis-Lunar Space and, even fewer with significant direct benefits that could be derived from 

investments and operations on and from the Moon.  
Indeed, many space experts are astonished at having „missed‟ this inward looking perspective for 
Space exploration from the Moon. “Thinking within the Cis -Lunar box,” while everybody has been 

scrambling to move and think outside that box, requires in this sense a reversal of paradigms.  
Transportation costs and the cost of time (interest) will limit the „economic‟ uses of Space. 
Because of transportation and interest costs, the commodities (goods and services) delivered 

from Space to Earth will need to have near zero mass and travel close to the speed of light. In 
addition, if one allows for the „demand-price‟ relationship, then the price of such physical goods 
would collapse with a large supply from Space.

2
  

These „iron laws‟ of economics combine to „limit‟ commodities for use on Earth to “zero mass” 
and “speed of light”, essentially  
 

Communications - the „information economy‟ – well over 50% of all economic activities of 
advanced economies and societies and 
 

Observations across the electromagnetic spectrum - including monitoring of Earth‟s 
resources, the environment and early warning systems and 
 

Energy – Solar and potentially 
3
He.  

 
Similarly, the region where these activities will be located will be principally in near-Earth 

Space. Following the „location‟ theory of economic activities based on „marginal advantages‟ and 
„marginal costs‟ first described by von Thünen in the 19

th
 century

3
, these activities will be limited 

to near-Earth space at least until communities and settlements independent of Earth are 

established elsewhere – with the same „economic laws‟ applying „there‟ as well, wherever that 
may be in the universe.  

The enthusiasm of Krafft Ehricke and others for exchanging material supplies and goods 

between a Lunar and a „terrestrial‟ economy is mistaken. Similarly, the idea of physical travel 
outside the Solar system is beyond reach currently. It is much easier to t ransmit data and 
information (as well as DNA – i.e., human genome „data‟) than large quantities of „humans,‟ 

mostly in the form of water. (These same „laws‟ lead us to transport orange juice concentrate from 
Florida to other locations, even within the United States.)  

The “Space Economy” for some time to come will  be a Cis-Lunar economy, comprising 

and affecting large parts of the terrestrial information sectors first; and later the global energy 
sectors, with in-space energy supplies as the first significant step toward the development of 
energy supplies in and from Space.  

Due to transportation costs (delta-V), economics will favor extensive use of lunar mineral 
resources for in-orbit Cis- and Trans-Lunar applications and projects, leading to possibly 
„massive‟ infrastructures to make use of the information and energy potential of Space – and of 

the Moon in particular.  
Under the above constraints on the characteristics and parameters for meeting the next 

major goal for Human Space exploration, the only realistic Goal for the next decade is to 

establish the first human settlement outside Earth on the Moon. From the standpoint of risk, 
transportation costs and travel time alone, the Moon is the firs t logical step to address the 
fundamental questions of the scope and limits of Human Space Flight beyond Earth throughout 

the solar system. 
As Figures 2 and 3 make clear, the Moon is also the „natural‟ platform to operate in Cis-

Lunar space – to GEO, to HEO and NEO, even to LEO. Once such an operational capability has 

                                                 
2 This “cost of time” should/has to be included in determining “optimum” trajectories, something totally neglected when 

calculating “Hohman” orbits. 
3 Thünen, Johann Heinrich von, Der Isolierte Staat in Beziehung auf die Landwirtschaft und die Nationalökonomie, [The 
Isolated State in Relation to Agriculture and the Economy], Hamburg 1826 and 1850, wherein von Thünen explained the 
location of various economic activities as a function of transport cost, including the cost of time (interest) based on 

marginal costs and marginal benefits. 



been established, the „energy‟ distance (the amount of propulsion needed) to reach even low 
earth orbits from the Moon is substantially less than reaching that same location from the „much 

closer‟ Earth. The same holds true for any and all other locations in Cis and Trans -Lunar Space.  
At the same time it is also clear that whereas the Moon is within a few days of Earth in case 

of emergencies of whatever kind – or simple re-supply operations before reaching „Lunar 

autonomy‟ – travel to and from Mars will take years. Once having set out for Mars one can not 
just „turn around‟ in mid-flight, a gravity assist from Mars is needed for such „turn -around‟.  

As discussed below, there will be many new practical applications that result from a Lunar 

habitat that permits exploitation of the Moon‟s physical environment. Human involvement in such 
exploitation will be critically important. The same „operational advantage‟ holds for the Mars‟s 
moons, Deimos and Phobos, when considering „Cis-Martian‟ Space missions. Again, the moons 

may be the „natural‟ initial destination, until technologies and experience beyond Earth Space 
mature. 

Key among these innovations is a revolution of Space transportation and Space 

operations in Cis- and Trans-lunar Space and for missions into the solar system, once the 
aerospace community grasps the unique characteristics of Lunar resources, e.g.,  

 The absence of any significant „atmosphere‟ and a near perfect vacuum;  

 A sixth‟s of Earth‟s gravity; 

 The stability of the Lunar „platform‟ for unique observations across the 
electromagnetic spectrum;  

 The close location to Earth;  

 The abundance of mineral resources given the apparent „cogeneration‟ of Earth and 
Moon in their infancy billions of years ago; and 

 The abundance of energy beyond any amounts ever imagined on Earth;  

One example: Once the energy resources on the Moon have been tapped, a new era of 
Space transportation will open – with propellant-less propulsion options, totally changing the 
„delta-V‟ driven location speculations of Cis-, Trans-lunar and planetary exploration missions in 

and around diverse libration points. Indeed one may ask, “What good are mathematical 
„optimization‟ exercises if propellant mass is no issue?” Thus are the potential changes wrought 
by a human presence on the Moon.  

Finally, as pointed out in the discussion of obstacles confronting a national goal  for human 
exploration of Mars there are many issues concerning ecological health and closed ecological 
life support systems (heavy particle radiation, micro-gravity, psychological issues, human 

factors among them). The place to find the answers to these myriad of life sciences issues, the 
environmental health of humans in interplanetary space flight and the feasibility of Closed 
Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS) is outside the Van Allen belt, yet close enough for 

rescue and early returns should environmental and health data indicate incipient problems. That 
place is the Moon, which also can supply/provide a variety of shielding and protective strategies 
not available in the „void‟ of interplanetary space flight. The results of these Lunar in situ efforts 

could significantly reduce costs and risks of eventual future human Mars mission exploration.  
Of paramount importance in this context is the question of the relative abundance or not of 

H2O on the Moon. This is a hotly discussed topic, with indications from the Clementine mission 

that indeed such resources exist near the polar regions of the Moon. However, a more detailed 
assessment of the extent of these water resources on the Moon is needed, first with additional 
remote sensing missions, then – as in the good old days – by on-site old-fashioned geologic 

prospecting by humans on the Moon.  
Of course,  once solar energy resources are tapped on the Moon, then hydrogen can be 

literally „squeezed‟ out of the regolith „stones‟, where hydrogen and helium -3 have been 

„implanted‟ by solar winds for billions of years.  
Such a fundamental goal can make use of an extensive existing technology base, with some 

crucial system development components to enable such a mission by a decade after go-ahead.  

Profound Education, Science and Technology Implications  
One of the foundations of the vigor of free market economies – and the U.S. economy in 



particular – is the immense drive for innovation, which in turn is based on the „human resources‟ 
of education, the sciences and technology.  

Currently, the U.S. is experiencing a serious erosion of the foundations of its wealth, in 
aerospace in particular. Things we could do but a few decades ago are, in fact, today outside of 
our immediate reach, including the ability to return to the Moon – or even to replicate a Space 

Shuttle, much less to improve its design to 2000 technology. A new generation must learn again 
how to repeat these feats of decades ago – preferably while a few of the pioneers are still 
available to help. These resources – ultimately key human resources: engineers, scientists, 

aerospace workers – should be mobilized, maintained and expanded, not through „make work‟ 
programs that reinvent the wheel (e.g. one more „expendable‟ launch system) but through 
challenges that open new frontiers, such as exploring and exploiting the Moon.   

 
A „portfolio‟ of different applications, projects and missions can be assembled to illustrate many 
diverse technologies and concepts proposed in previous decades. With a renewed and specific 

commitment to return to the Moon – this time to stay, the portfolio will expand in the sciences, 
applied technology areas, exploration missions and practical applications on the Moon, in Cis -
Lunar Space and on Earth. These will be stimulated throughout academia and the research and 

technology community, as well as in industry and the private sector. „Rules of the Road‟ will 
develop, set by precedent and mutual agreement(s) to facilitate such co-operation and 
participation. Among these applications here some key market driven opportunities:  

 

C. Looking at Earth from the Moon 
No single image has changed our lives more than this: a lonely Earth floating precariously in 

the „emptiness‟ of Space over the horizon of the Moon. This „one‟ image has driven home the 
beauty, the vulnerability and the uniqueness of the planet we  call Earth, more than all the 
volumes and libraries full of informed discussions, concerns and recommendations.  

Indeed, looking again at this image, it is surprising and „shocking‟ that some of that 
awareness has receded, at least in the minds of some of us swamped by everyday concerns and 
issues.  

Unique „Cis-Lunar‟ Properties of “Space Station Moon” 
  
While nobody can predict today which applications and concepts will come to fruition, what is 

certain is that many more and totally new uses will be found for Space, on the Moon and on Earth 
– with untold and likely unanticipated benefits to mankind‟s journey into Space towards 
independence from planet Earth. When such a „Declaration of Independence‟ is  proclaimed by 

communities outside Earth, then we shall know that our journey into Space has been successful.  

The Cis-Lunar Information Economy 
One cannot overstate the importance and scope that the Space age has brought to 

revolutionizing the information sector of the economy – globally, regionally and locally. Few are 
aware that when asking „the computer‟ for driving and location directions these data have been 
gathered from Cis-Lunar Space – some in real time and some in laborious work over many 

decades, such as topographic and thematic map information. Simi larly, when each day about $1 
trillion circle the global economy looking for investment opportunities or trade, these monetary 
flows are enabled by satellite communications to many remote areas in the world.  

Agricultural resources, crop data, land use info rmation, water resources, forestry, 
deserti fication, urban sprawl – all these subjects and more have been vastly affected by Space. 
Today, when a U.S. farmer operates his harvester, the location of his vehicle is determined by 

GPS; crop quality, soil moisture and yield information is transmitted „real time‟ via satellite links 
into various data banks; and synthesized analysis returns to the farmer for decision -making on 
fertilizing that specific field in that specific location, with those specific soil conditions and for a 

specific crop – which he selected based on all the global crop data collected and transmitted, 
again globally via satellite. [Figure 2.2]  

 



Observing the Earth’s 
Neighbourhood from the Moon

 
Figure 2.2: The Moon as an Observation Platform for large Distributed Synthetic 

Aperture Systems across the electromagnetic Spectrum 

 
All these processes today occur continuously, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. At any time, 

crops are harvested in either the Northern or Southern hemispheres, ranging from t ropical zones 

all the way to the Arctic. There is not a single month in which some wheat somewhere in the 
world is not harvested, given winter and spring wheat and all the „zones‟ where wheat is grown. 
Today‟s trading department in many a commodity company looks more like the Houston Apollo 

mission command center than the idyllic images of bespectacled „desk‟ traders of centuries past.  
And depending on the season, anywhere from 10% to 40% of all the „news‟ reporting on 

media world-wide has to do with weather and climate – daily schedules are affected as are a 

myriad of decisions, many based on „forecasts‟ rather than on „facts.‟ We act upon such forecasts 
today because the quality of these forecasts has advanced substantially since the days of the 
farmers‟ almanac. Data and information derived therefrom are mostly gathered again from Space.  

[see next section below]  
For example, instruments on the TIROS series of weather satellites (the MSU) have taken 

~30,000 atmospheric temperature measurements around the globe for the p ast 25 years (since 

1979), aggregated daily at 1:30 a.m. and at 1:30 p.m. astronomical time. Each data point 
represents an actual temperature measurement at the „precise‟ astronomical local time of 1:30 
a.m., with the color of each dot denoting the temperature measured between 230K and 280K 

degrees (Kelvin). These data provide a true, accurate, „measured‟ assessment of eventual 
temperature and climate change – an effective counter to fear mongering and „precautionary 
measures‟ with untold costs to the economy and trade world-wide amounting to billions of dollars 

and untold regulatory constraints. 
Similar examples of data gathered and distributed globally from Space now exist in an untold 

variety of areas too numerous all to be listed. Yet many gaps in our observations continue to exist 

and many of the data, valuable as they could be, are still being gathered, collected and 
distributed often in a haphazard way and often to a select few.  
 



A Secure “Fifth” Global Network  Node – or “Hard Drive Backup” for Earth:  
With the recent satellite intercept demonstration by China general concern about the vulnerability 

of our Global Communications Network structure must have /should have reached the level of 
paranoia: nothing would be more lethal to US global operations than an effective elimination of 
our current Space assets for terrestrial operations in a myriad of known and unknown ways. 

[Figure 2.3] 
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Figure 2.3: Secure Archives, Network Nodes and Server Farms on the Moon  
 

 

The uses of the Moon in the communications network infrastructure will be revolutionary and will 
allow/enable a dramatic further expansion of what today already is a $300 Billion plus market 
driven Space Information economy. Indeed the Moon may become the necessary base to assure 

the expansion and survival of this critical segment of our Global Economy.  

D. Observations of Cis- and Trans-Lunar Space: A Dual Use Observation Co-operative 
Infrastructure  

The Moon as an operational platform from which to observe Earth and all of Cis -Lunar and 
Trans-Lunar Space will again revolutionize “Earth Observations” capabilities, especially when 
integrated with other Cis-Lunar capabilities. Just as with the Hubble Space Telescope, entirely 

new vistas and possibilities will be opened with the ability to deploy and tend large observatories 
across the full electromagnetic spectrum and with hitherto unheard of apertures – on the „front 
side‟ of the Moon for Cis-Lunar Space and Earth and on the „back side‟ of the Moon for hitherto 

unimaginably detailed astronomy observations of the universe.  
 
The „Earth oriented‟ applications listed in Figure 2.2 include large active and passive optical 

and RF collectors for „long dwell‟ high resolution Earth-system observations; ultra-long range 
identification and tracking of Earth orbit crossing objects; observation and tracking of Earth 
orbiting objects and activities; and ultra precise measurements of Earth and Cis -Lunar 



parameters such as the gravitational Earth „surface‟ (the Geoid), topographic data, and other real 
time, continuous measurements. 

 
 

Look ing at the Cosmos for Answers on Earth  

 
With the use of entirely new orbit capabilities and locations enabled by support from Lunar bases, 
other applications will be enabled – including large and unusually complex structures. Included 

are real time continuous high resolution applications for the Lunar polar zones (North and South 
poles). These applications were not „newly invented‟ here to justify some expensive Space 
scheme. As applied to astronomy, they were part and parcel of the 1969 Space Task Group 

recommendations, as illustrated in their summary of space applications reproduced in Figure 9.  
 

In the past three years The Jamestown Group of High Frontier has organized three Moon 

Base Conferences and Workshops. One key application that resulted from these efforts is the 
Cosmic Rays Water Observatory for monitoring, among others, possible drivers and determinants 
of Climate Change. Few projects could be of greater importance than a facility, possible only on 

the Moon, to allow a realistic assessment of the natural and human factors responsible for Global 
Warming: in addition to being a scientific instrument of unique simplicity yet enormous 
significance, the deployment of such an observatory on the Moon over the next ten years would 

also require the development, testing and evaluation of all significant In-Situ Resources Utilization 
technologies and processes. [Figure 2.4] 
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Figure 2.4: A “Water Observatory” on the Moon: A Unifying early ISRU 

Demonstration 

 
Many of these structures cannot „assemble themselves‟ in the abstract, nor can they be 

operated, maintained and updated without substantial, continuous human participation in their 

deployment, maintenance and operation. A candidate for at least automated operations clearly is 
the Cosmic Rays Water Observatory, given the simplicity of its design and operation.  



Synergistic „Payload Effects‟ for Astronomy/Observation Programs across the Electro-Magnetic 
Spactrum 

Billions and billions of dollars are expended on large astronomical observatories: be it the 
Hubble Space Telescope, Chandra, Compton, the two dozen or more small and large 
observatories deployed, being built or on the drawing boards, they are all „handcrafted‟ today with 

the scientific instrument itself but a fraction of the overall payload and spacecraft costs and data 
processing and communications. An enormous amount  of energy and instrumentation is 
expended on maintaining the orbits and environmental conditions of these fragile structures – and 

they invariably fail, often for trivial reasons: Compton because the gyros went out of control (there 
go $1.5 billion), Chandra because something seems to  be „fogging up‟ the viewing surface (for 
want of a Kleenex, here go another $1.5 billion), the Hubble Space Telescope because of a 

perceived risk for a refurbishment mission (there goes the most successful observatory ever in 
the history of astronomy). [Figure 2.5]  

 

 

Astronomy Life Cycle 

Risk Cost Schedule Assessment

Probabilities Space Based Moon Based

Launch 0.92 0.99

Infant Mortality 0.27 0.01

Operational 0.2 0.1

Repair/ Refurbishment N.A. 0.9

Updating/ Evolution N.A. 0.9

Replacement 0.4 N.A.

Assurance of Continuity of Observations

Combined - Standard 0.37 0.999

Combined -"NRO" Type 0.98 0.999

RoM Cost Assessment

One Life Cycle 205 100

Assured "NRO" 525 100  
Figure 2.5: Cost, Risk, Schedule impacts of “Assurance of 

Observations” Requirement(s) 
 
The Moon opens entirely novel perspectives and opportunities: what i f one were to take all  

the proposed observing instruments and deploy them in an “astronomy/observations” co-
operative (or condominium), with common energy, thermal management, absolutely „stable‟ 
deployment, without atmospheric interferences and comprehensive protection against solar and 

cosmic „weather‟, common or shared data processing and communication systems and command 
and control infrastructure as well as the ability for “on -site” maintenance (preventive and repairs), 
updating and replacements? Rather than the „current‟ life cycle of large astronomy obse rvatories 

of a decade of “sale”, followed by a decade of “construction and deployment” to finally a decade 
of use (if all goes well) to be followed by a decadal „discontinuity through the „next‟ observatory‟ 
one would here finally establish a continuous astronomy/observation facility of enormous flexibility 

– applicable to instruments across the electromagnetic spectrum, with distributed apertures of 
stable geometry of hitherto unimaginable dimension and resolution – all for a fraction of the cost 
of individually handcrafted and built observatories of accidental functionality.  



E. The “Oil Wells of the Moon”: A 1 GWe Prototype Demonstration Project for Solar Energy 
Production 

Many conceptual studies have been inspired by the pioneering contributions by Peter Glaser 
dating back to 1968 – or for that matter the very first writings on practical Space applications by 
Hermann Oberth in his seminal work of the 1920s. Still, much work remains to be done. Yet what 

is certain already is that energy on the Moon, and in the future times from the Moon, is abundant, 
indeed inexhaustible. 

In the initial build-up to these capabilities, the Prometheus nuclear space power capabilities 

can more than suffice. The next significant step will be to build the first significant Lunar solar 
power generating capacity, say to achieve a 10 GW Solar Electric Prototype for Moon based Cis -
Lunar Applications and Operations

4
: 

However, to get from “here” to “there” The Jamestown Group is proposing a market financed 
1 GWe Solar Power RDT&E project, that will demonstrate all the key components of Lunar power 
provisions at these levels. In the progression of actual Lunar energy produced toward a full 1 

GWe power supply the understanding with USG and third parties would be a gradually 
decreasing price schedule for energy supplied at the source from 50% discounts of current 
energy costs to systems operating in Space to $.50 (fi fty cents) per KWh by 2020 for 1 GWe 

capacity: roughly the same cost per KWh as currently projected by EPRI for CO2 “clean” base 
electricity costs for the US by 2020. The schedule and technology components of the proposed 1 
GWe demonstration are shown in Figure 2.6: 
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Figure 2.6: 1 GWe by 2020 Demonstration Milestones 

 
The science, technology and economic implications of having 10 GWe available are 

enormous for any number of Cis- and Trans-Lunar applications. Practically unlimited power could 

be supplied to all Earth orbiting spacecraft (when compared to to-day‟s miserly power budgets in 
Space operations) – i.e., it would herald the advent of propellant-less Space transportation 

                                                 
4 Criswell, David R., “The Initial Lunar Supply Base,” in Space Resources and Space Settlements, eds. J. Billington, 

W. Galbreath, and B. O’Leary, pp. 207-224, NASASP-428 and testimony by David Criswell to the U.S. Senate, 

November 2003 (to be published). 

 



technologies near Earth and to destinations throughout the Solar system and beyond,  with 
entirely new orbits enabled around Earth and, when combined with Space Sail technologies, the 

ability to reach up to a third the speed of light with Hybrid Electric Impulse Space Sails.  
Equally important, the RDT&E and subsequent implementation of Lunar Solar Power plants 

will have significant major “side” benefits. The maturing of technologies  for the use of Lunar 

resources could lead to 90% or higher independence from Earth -based supplies.  
 

F. Testbed for Use of Lunar/Planetary Resources: Key to Human Solar System Exploration 

and Habitation.  
The Lunar base will serve in subsequent decades as a testbed for Human Exploration 

beyond the Moon – to Mars, the Asteroids or further in the future the outer planets. As time 

passes, reductions in risk/cost and time optimization for viable mission designs are expected for 
Trans-Lunar crewed missions in the future. CELSS and related Environmental Health RDT&E on 
Space Exploration should be directed toward achieving critical milestones to support NASA 

Exploration Missions beyond the Lunar base, including for interplanetary missions
5
. In the most 

primitive sense, components of the ISS could be deployed on the Moon with minimal adaptations 
as a first step. 

Results from detailed Monte Carlo simulations of the effects of CELSS derived benefits 
on issues of fractional gravity

6
, radiation and human factors advances on Mars missions (using 

the mission requirements of the Mars “Sprint” mission proposed in the 1990s as a specific 

example showed the drastic impact different requirements will have on the basic design and costs 
of such missions..  

Depending on the outcome of the Environmental Health and CELSS assessments and 

advances, the cost (and risk, schedule) impact on but one relatively simple Mars Mission (Sprint) 
would be in the billions of dollars.  

The benefits of finding out about these critical enabling parameters for future missions 

beyond the Moon to Mars or other planetary bodies are large indeed. Without this practical 
experience in near-Earth space – including the ability to rescue and intervene when unexpected 
health and safety problems arise, any commitment today, or even serious consideration, to 

proceed responsibly to Mars or anywhere else would occur with very limited knowledge and 
empirical data and experience.  

In that sense, the Moon is the „natural‟ Space Station for Earth, an ideal and economic 

platform to find out the answers to some of the most fundamental questions as to the feasibility of 
sustained human presence at, and possibly even independent settlements o f, Lunar outposts on 
a continuing journey in Space.  

For sure we owe posterity these investments into the future „prospectives‟ of the United 
States and of mankind to find out whether our world is „closed‟ – or is open for further unlimited 
exploration and expansion.  

The material composition of the Moon is quite similar to that of Earth – not surprising given 
their common origin – with only hydrogen as a truly scarce element. But here again the same 
material processed for the construction of the LSPs, regolith, also contains significant amounts of 

H2 and – possibly equally important as to energy futures – 
3
He, a helium isotope. Both elements 

are readily recoverable in regolith processing, the simplest method being through microwave 
irradiation. Pepin found that heating Lunar regolith (obtained from the Apollo missions) caused 

the He3 to be evolved above 200  C – and by 600  C about 75% of the He gas could be 

removed
7
. It is anticipated that i f heating to 600 -700  is achieved, various other volatiles can be 

collected in addition to 
3
He – e.g., H2, He4, H2O, C compounds and N2. The relative amounts of 

“by-products” from the production of a single ton of 
3
He are shown in 2003 Report by High 

Frontier
8
. 

For every  metric ton of 
3
He, 6,100 tons of H2 and 3,300 tons of water would be produced, in 

addition to 500 tons of nitrogen, 4,000 tons of CO and CO2 and 1,600 tons of methane – all of 

                                                 
5 Heiss, Klaus P. and Francis Sand, “Exploration Missions and Life Sciences: Issues and Linkages“, op.cit. 
6 ibid. 
7 Pepin R. O. et al., Proceedings of the 11th Lunar Scientific Conference, Vol. 2, 1435 (1970) 
8 Cameron E. N., University of Wisconsin Report, WCSAR-TR-AR3-8708 (1987) 



these elements are important to establishing an autonomous Lunar agricultural base and “bio-
environment”. The 6,100 tons of hydrogen alone would cost billions of dollars  if transported from 

the Earth to the Moon. This is in addition to any water that might be found e.g. at the poles as 
indicated by data from the Clementine mission.  

Once the “in-situ” Lunar materials processing and LSP technologies have been developed, 

they can be extended to support Cis- and Trans-Lunar missions and Space structures to: (a) 
provide power supplies for varied space operations; (b) enable propellant -less Space 
transportation and station keeping capabilities and (c) provide large parts of “future generation” 

large Space structures. The most ambitious scheme was proposed by Peter Glaser in 1968
9
, 

inspiring most of the derivative opportunities described here. The use of Lunar materials for the 
economic deployment of such structures – or power relay stations from the Moon to Earth – was 

identified in the Minority Report of the NRC on SPS in the early 1980s and studied in detail in 
1989

10
. 

“Looking out” toward Trans-Lunar Space, the Solar system and beyond, the Moon – 

combined with the power supply systems outlined herein – will be the natural “Rock of Gibraltar,” 
providing the jumping-off point to any and all  destinations beyond Earth orbit. This is NOT 
because of some esoteric properties of Lagrangian equilibrium points – interesting as these might 

be for the mathematically challenged – but because of the Moon‟s unique „locational‟ combination 
of resources, „platform stability‟, vast real estate for deployment of instruments and facilities and, 
last but not least, inexhaustible energy supplies. An era of „propellant-less‟ Space transportation 

can be enabled by the Moon and from the Moon.  
The LSP technology and production infrastructure can be used with equal effectiveness and 

synergistically for the deployment of distributed aperture observatories across the 

electromagnetic spectrum (infrared, optical, microwave, x-ray and gamma ray, active or passive). 
As suggested by Criswell, one can combine any number of these with LSP facilities. One such 
base could provide a 15,000 km

2
 Lunar front- or backside-collector-observatory area. Specifically, 

comets and asteroids capable of endangering Earth could be detected – and possibly intercepted 
– in advance of a threat of impact. As calculated by Criswell and others, a Luna r Power base of 
100 km apparent diameter, operating at 0.1 cm wavelength can focus solar intensity beams to a 

less than 100 km spot size out to 10
10

 km – twice the distance from the Earth to Saturn. By 
irradiating incoming comets these would be gradually heated, giving off ejected gas and dust. 
Their trajectories can be thus modified to „side-step‟ the Earth or the Moon. Comets of less than 

100m diameter may be obliterated completely.
11

 
The same power and technology can be used to propel vast Space (Solar) Sails of 100 km 

diameter – via laser or microwave beams – to any point in the Solar system and to points beyond. 

More than half a dozen viable schemes for such sails were proposed and identified in the 1992 
Columbus Space Sail competition, which led to the flight of the first Solar Sail into Space on 
February 5, 1993. 

Equally interesting – at least for near-Earth applications – will be RDT&E and possible 
deployment of “Space Elevators” to L1 (for Cis-Lunar missions) and L2 (for Trans-Lunar 
missions), a concept first proposed by Artsutanov

12
. If combined with electromagnetic launch 

capabilities on the Moon to reach L1 and L2, both locations might help assemble ultra -large 
Space structures extending potentially over 100 miles to then be relocated from there to 
destinations around Earth and throughout the Solar system.   

 
Whereas any deployment and use of such elevator concepts from the Earth are totally outside 
known materials technology capabilities (not to mention the impact of the severe adverse 

atmospheric and environmental conditions around Earth), the Moon presents an ideal testbed for 

                                                 
9 Glaser P. E., “Pow er from the Sun: its Future,“ Science, 162, 857 – 866 (1968). 
10 Lunar Energy Enterprise Task Force, Report of NASA Lunar Energy Enterprise Case Study Task Force, NASA 
Technical Memorandum 101652, July 1989, 171 p. 

 
11 Weaver H. A., “HST and VLT investigation of the fragments of comet C/1999 S4 (LINEAR),” Science, 292, No. 5520, 
1329 – 1333. 
12 Artsutanov Y., Into Space without Rockets: A New Idea for Space Launch, AFSC Foreign Technology Division Report 

ADA084597, Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson AFB, 1969 (f irst published in Russian on July 31, 1960). 



their exploration and implementation.  
 

G. Assembly and Deployment of Large Space Structures 
Indeed, the ability to assemble and operate in Space large structures – such as the assembly 

of International Space Station – opens up entirely new perspectives in the scope and scale of 

Space observations and Space applications – on the Moon and in all of Cis-Lunar Space, 
including at various libration points. The implications and „derivatives‟ of these vastly expanded or 
entirely new applications in communications, observations, navigation and information activities 

worldwide can hardly  be imagined, much less quantified, other than to state that the impacts will  
be enormous and utterly beneficial to all mankind. One such future deployment and operation is 
shown in Figure 1 above.  

It is not the purpose of this report to highlight and identify all potential applications – a task for 
years to come and part of a „dynamic‟ port folio of Space applications and sciences opportunities 
that should be assembled as part of this initiative.

13
 

There are dozens more proposed concepts that need investigation and reevaluation in light of 
their being enabled and supported from a Lunar base. For example, the abundance of energy on 
the Moon and the ready availability of most material resources on the Moon can dramatically 

transform the „economics‟ of Space transportation in Cis - and Trans-Lunar Space. Once energy is 
no longer a limiting factor, building the energy supplies for these new modes of in-Space 
transportation on the Moon will be preferable to other locations such as the various libration 

points – which are of mathematical and esthetic importance.
14

  
 

Conclusions to the Uses of the Moon: 

The technology and science vistas opened by the development of a Lunar resources 
infrastructure are truly breathtaking: Once the „mental block‟ of thinking about the Moon as 
nothing but a way-station to destinations beyond the Moon – barren of any interest and potential 

of its own – has been overcome, a world of vast new opportunities for Earth and for human 
exploration throughout the Solar system will have been opened.  

The “Portfolio of Opportunities” remains to be filled out  and described and then 

implemented where warranted by science, technology and the market. With regard to direct 
benefits to economies on Earth the constraints imposed by economic laws will limit these to 
commodities (goods and services) of close to zero mass and traveling close to the speed of light: 

communications, observations, the information sector and – when enabled by Lunar resources – 
vast, abundant energy supplies in the long run.  

Three significant, Moon unique, strategic applications have been identified:  

 
(1) The “Fifth” Network Node, assuring data archive and survivability to cataclysmic events on 
and around Earth;  

 
(2) A “Cosmic Ray Water Observatory” laying the foundation to a condominium of 
Observatories on the Moon, possibly helping to answer some of the most fundamental and 

important questions such as Climate Change drivers and the origin and destination of our 
universe and at the same time advancing all ISRU technologies for Lunar resources applications  
and  

 
(3) A 1 GWe Solar Energy Demonstration plant by 2020 which, if successfully deployed and 
operated will change the very foundations upon which Space activities and the uses of Space will 

be based – assuring the United States and the community of free market economies strategic 
and economic leadership throughout the 21

st
 century. 

 

                                                 
13 Bekey, Ivan, Advanced Space System Concepts and Technologies: 2010 – 2030, The Aerospace Corporation, El 
Segundo, California and AIAA Inc., Reston, Virginia, 2003.  
14 Among the many studies on lunar energy related matters: Report of NASA Lunar Energy Enterprise Case Study Task 

Force, NASA Technical Memorandum 101652, July 1989. 



Each of these projects by them\selves warrant the immediate and sustained return of humans to 
the Moon, certainly no later than 2015. In combination these projects will revolutionize our 

understanding and appreciation of what Space can do for us on Earth and throughout the Solar 
System in the 21

st
 century and beyond.  

 



III. OBJECTIVES AND MILESTONES FOR INITIAL OPERATIONS                                  
(2015-2030).  
  
DEPLOY A SUSTAINED BASE ON THE MOON – AT CENTER, NORTH OR SOUTH POLES – 

STARTING IN 2015 AND WITH TWELVE OR MORE ASTRONAUTS BY 2020 (see Figure 1)
15,16 

for the following tasks: 
 

 A Testbed for HUMAN HEALTH ISSUES OF LONG TERM SPACE FLIGHT, including  

TELE-MEDICINE, in a 1/6
th

 g environment to enable Human Space flight to Mars and 
destinations beyond, of two years or more duration. to assess „in situ‟ the myriad of issues 

raised in the “Safe Passage” report of 2001. This Base will provide a unique Human Health 
Research Facility, providing important, enabling data of Human body responses to a 1/6

th
 g 

environment, as against the one g (Earth) and “zero” g (ISS) environments to-date. To such 

purpose a two-year baseline “on station” rotation schedule is proposed for the astronauts in 
the 2015 to 2030 decade.

17
  

 

                                                 
15

 High Frontier, “Columbia: A Permanent Lunar Base” Final Report to NASA Office of Space Flight, December 17th, 
2003; see also extensive bibliography therein and in particular 
16

 Mendell, W.W. Editor, Lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 21st Century, Lunar and Planetary Institute, 
Houston, Texas, 1985. 
17 Committee on Creating a Vision for Space Medicine during Travel beyond Earth Orbit, Board on Health Sciences 
Policy, Institute of Medicine: Safe Passage – Astronaut Care for Exploration Missions, John R. Ball and Charles H. 

Evans, Jr. Editors 

Closed Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS) 



2030 YEAR GOAL: ASSURED TWO YEAR DURATION SPACE FLIGHT MISSIONS IN 
TRANSLUNAR SPACE;  

 

 Deployment of a CONDOMINIUM OF LARGE OBSERVATORIES: for Astronomy, Earth and 
Climate (Sun-Earth) Observations, including vast distributed aperture instruments and "on 

board" data processing, management, servicing, repairs and updating of facilities (see Figure 
2A and 2B for 1990‟s and 2003 concepts).

18 

 

2030 YEAR GOALS: HUBBLE/CHANDRA/COMPTON CLASS FACILITIES 2015, LARGE 
DISTRIBUTED APERTURE SYSTEMS: 1 KM – 2015, 100 KM – 2025, 1,000 KM + 2030;  
 

In support of these “co-joint” core goals for the next decade(s) a variety of specific technology 
areas need sustained RDT&E efforts:  
 

 A Testbed for (CLOSED) ECOLOGICAL/BIOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS (ELSS - 
CELSS) for sustaining the twelve astronaut base to decrease the outside (terrestrial) support 
needed, leading ultimately to resource autonomy and independence.

19 

 

2030 YEAR GOAL: ELSS MODULE FOR 12 PEOPLE BY 2015, CELSS MODULES FOR 24 
PEOPLE BY 2030;  
 

 A Testbed for “In Situ” RESOURCES UTILIZATION, PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING with 
the objective to maximize lunar production capabilities / minimizing the need for terrestrial 
supplies and „on site to tap the myriad resources of other Moons, Asteroids, Planets; (Figure 3)  

  
TEN YEAR GOALS: 2015 – 100 MT, 2030 - 1,000 MT of varied output;  
  

 A Testbed for ROBOTICS AND TELE-OPERATIONS in support of the various lunar activities 
and technology demonstration tasks for later extensions and applications on Earth, throughout 
Cis-Lunar Space, Mars and Solar system exploration

20
  

 
2030 YEAR GOALS: Demonstrations in the context of the 15 Year Technology Goals 
stated herein; 

   

 A Testbed for “in situ” ENERGY PRODUCTION, STORAGE and DISTRIBUTION 
TECHNOLOGIES, including  

 NUCLEAR (Prometheus, other „conventional fission reactors)
21

  

 SOLAR POWER plants
22,23

   

 
3
HE CLEAN FUSION

24
  and   

 other Novel Energy concepts and processes. 
 

2030 YEAR GOALS: 2015 – 1 MWE, 2025 – 10 MWE, 2030 – 1 GWE;   
 

                                                 
18 See among others: 1969 Space Task Force Lunar Astronomy Recommendations , July 20th, 1969. 
19

High Frontier, “Columbia: A Permanent Lunar Base ” op.cit. Chapter 1 and Chapter 4.  
20

 Lee Morin, M.D., Ph.D., et. Al, Concepts for Initial Robotic Lunar Resource Development , Memorandum, 2005  
21

 150 to 200 KWe; see also the NERVA program of the late 1960’s and early 1970’s (Harry Finger et.al.) that demonstrated 4 MWe 
22

 Glaser P., Davidson C. and Csigi, K., Solar Power Satellites. 1998 Wiley-Praxis 654 pp and  
23

 Criswell, David R., “The Initial Lunar Supply Base ,” in Space Resources and Space Settlements, eds. J. Billington, 

W. Galbreath, and B. O‟Leary, pp. 207-224, NASASP-428 and testimony by David Criswell to the U.S. Senate, November 
2003 
24

 Lunar Energy Enterprise Task Force, Report of NASA Lunar Energy Enterprise Case Study Task Force, NASA 

Technical Memorandum 101652, July 1989, 171 p. 



  A Testbed for novel SPACE TRANSPORTATION technologies, including “in situ” FUELS 
PRODUCTION and storage, “FUEL-LESS” TRANSPORTATION concepts such as 

Electromagnetic Propulsion, Lunar Elevators, microwave and laser assisted propulsion. 
Specific RDT&E programs are warranted for each of these new Space Transportation 
technologies.  

 
E.g. the deployment of a prototype Lunar Elevator from L1 to the lunar surface may be one of 
the most revolutionary breakthrough technologies, changing all of Cis -lunar and Trans-lunar 

applications, amongst them massive Solar Power Satellites.  
 
Similarly, these same technologies (fuel-less transportation) can be used to establish a trans-

lunar surface transportation infrastructure, e.g. a network of suspended cable “highways”, 
minimizing issues of Lunar dust and topography.  
 

2030 YEAR GOALS: O/H 100 MT 2015, EMP 2025, SPACE ELEVATOR TO L1 2030
25,26

;  
 

 An ASTEROID and NEAR EARTH OBJECTS OBSERVATIONS and COUTERMEASURES 
center, including a comprehensive threat assessment through inventory and analyses of Lunar 

crater topography, age distribution and astro-biological aspects. Combined with the energy 
goals stated above (Solar, Nuclear) and distributed aperture arrays, first practical means to 
intercept and deflect these periodic threats to all of Earth may be researched,  developed, 

tested and evaluated.  
 
2030 YEAR GOALS: HIGH RESOLUTION INVENTORY OF NEOS AND EXPERIMENTAL 

TESTING OF COUNTERMEASURES ON ACTUAL CELESTIAL OBJECTS FROM THE 
MOON. 
 

 Establishment of a DIGITAL HUMAN KNOWLEDGE ARCHIVE AND LIBRARY 
“ALEXANDRIA” to safeguard mankind‟s historic, cultural and knowledge base against 
catastrophic loss such as occurred with the destruction of the Library of Alexandria first by the 

Romans in the turmoil of establishing the Augustan Empire and later in the seventh century AD 
with the Muslim conquests.

27 

 

2030 YEAR GOALS: STORE ON THE MOON AND MAKE AVAILBLE WORLDWIDE US 
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 2015-2030; LIVE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA PERFORMANCE ON 
THE MOON – 2020; DIGITAL 1:1 DISPLAY OF THE SISTINE CHAPEL AROUND THE 

MOON BASE.  
 

 Define and implement the next generation RE-USABLE SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

for all of Cis-lunar Space Operations and beyond meeting the above robust goals. The basic 
logistic needs are outlined in the 2004 AIAA Space Logistics Technical Committee Position 
Paper on Recommended Government Actions

28
  

 
To-date NASA has shied away from a robust definition of these requirements and a realistic 
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definition of the RDT&E so desperately overdue to assure US pre-eminence in Space
29

.  
 

In addition to the development of these requisite new Space Transportation capabilities  
PRECURSOR MISSIONS are suggested/required in preparation for the 2015 deployment of a 
permanent Lunar Base, amongst them: 

 

 2008+ ANALOG SIMULATION TESTBEDS / RDT&E for each of the Technology Areas listed 

for the initial decade of Moon Base operations above, including  
 

i.   A 1:1 Scale Moon Base Habitat & CELLS Simulation, jointly with robust ISS tests 
and evaluations in zero g; 
ii. A 1:1 Scale Simulation Model of the Condominium of Observatories to test 

deployment and operations issues; 
iii.  A Robotic ISRU Mining and Production Testbed, including RDT&E on nano 
technology applications, e.g. nano- carbon fibers for Lunar Elevator applications;  

iv. A Tele-Medicine Testbed in conjunction with the Moon Base Habitat and CELSS 
Simulation under (i);  
v. Solar Power (LSP & SPS) 1 GWe Construction, Deployment, Storage and Transmission 

(“Beaming”) Testbed(s);  
vi.  RDT&E on 

3
He Fusion Reactor Concept; 

vii. Testbeds for various “FUEL-LESS” SPACE TRANSPORTATION Technologies, 

including Electromagnetic Propulsion, Solar -, Laser- and Plasma Sails, Lunar Elevator 
Concepts;  
viii. Digitalization of the Library of Congress-Human Heritage Lunar Archives 

“Alexandria”. 
 
Each of these RDT&E/Testbed topics offer unique opportunities for private sector and other 

Non-USG inflow of funds through PPMs, JEAs, other joint ventures and agreements.  
 

 2008+ A HUMANITIES ON THE MOON education and cultural outreach program. After all, 

it is the core mission of the US Space program to extend humanity beyond Earth and low 
Earth orbit into Space, not only in terms of science and technology, but vastly more important 

in extending the Human spirit and all its accomplishments into Space, with the Moon as the 
first sojourn on this voyage.  
 

 2008/9 Remote Sensing missions for site exploration and evaluation  including sub-meter 

stereo panchromatic and multi-spectral resolution for topographic mapping of potential Base 
sites; 
 

 2012 - Precursor Robotic Site preparation and pre-deployment missions on the Moon;  

 

 2012 + Deployment of 'global' seismic detectors on the Moon to determine internal 

geologic structure of the Moon making use of the periodic impact of meteorites and/or 
sounding experiments using explosives (analogous to oil and gas industry reservoir 

evaluations).  
 

 2015 - First Human Moon Base mission to the prospective Base Site of seven days 

duration, with site evaluation, prospecting and preparation tasks, including deployment and 
checkout of robotic systems;  
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 2015 – 2020 Increasingly long duration missions to the Base site(s) with detailed 

preparation, deployment and expansion tasks for the 2020 full operation of a permanent Base.  
 

It shall be NASA‟s task to test, rate and bear the risk in developing manned and unmanned 
system for an “Interstate Space Highway and Ports Infrastructure” (Space Transportation 
and Base Startup), with a statutory right of access and use of that infrastructure at additive 

(marginal) costs by all who participate in funding technology, projects and risks in accomplishing 
this historic goal:  

 

Jamestown Base:  
the First Sustained Human Habitat outside Earth  

on the Moon started by 2015.  

 
This “Jamestown” entity shall have build in a sunset provision as to any monopoly, with the 2020 
to 2050 transition period “deregulating” the initial monopol ies, if any. This was the case with the 

Jamestown Company as well, being dissolved in the 1620's after having placed the first English 
settlement on the  American continent.  
 

The “Additive Cost Access and Use Rights” (synonyms: “Incremental Costs”, “Marginal Costs”) 
are critical to stimulating and availing ourselves of the resources and innovation potential of 
industry, the private and international markets. 

 
To stimulate private and “next generation” innovative thinking various prices shall be posted for 
“Open Source” design of components meeting (USG) defined standards and interfaces for such 

open source competition to which industry, the private and international partners can build to at 
their own risk and reward. The access rights for Homesteaders will indeed be “in addition to” so 
as to incentivize and maximize  the resources dedicated to the early and sustained development 

of the potential of the Moon, Cis-lunar Space and explorations beyond in the context of free 
markets and enterprise, the very foundations of  the U.S. “Common Wealth”.  

 
Homestead Rights on the Moon: Investments of U.S. Expansion from 

Jamestown 1616 and Conform to Outer Space Treaty of 1967 
 

We are wasting valuable time: every day that passes without such renewed dedication to 
built on the unique US technology base and leadership will contribute to the wasting of 

Human resources and know-how built at tremendous cost and effort over decades past.  
 



This decision should not be left to the lethargy of inter-agency “processes” mired in the 
problems of the present, nor to “aerospace industry”  surveys that reflect comfort with the 

status quo, rather than the requirements and mandates of our future in Space. 
 

 

 
 



 

IV. PRINCIPLES OF SPACE ENTERPRISE AND PROPERTY RIGHTS 

 
(Legal, Insti tutional, Space Property and Enterprise Issues)  

 

“Wherever possible the private sector [should] be given the task of providing specified 
services or products in Space, and be free to determine the most cost-effective ways to 

satisfy those requirements . . . “ 
 

Pioneering the Space Frontier 

Report of the National Commission on Space, p. 11 
Chaired by Thomas O. Paine 

May 1986 

 
4.1 The Requirement of Private Property throughout Space.  
 

The most challenging – and in some ways the most important – part of our renewed journey into 
Space will be a clear, simple statement of principles that guide U.S. and worldwide policy as to 
the role of enterprise, risk taking, costs and rewards when pursuing ventures in Space, be these 

of nations or of private enterprise, of explorers or merchants, of innovators or service providers.  
 
Over the decades an impressive regime of international cooperation in Space exploration and the 

uses of Space has developed – some through explicit statutory provisions and international 
agreements, some by explicit or tacit understandings, some by deliberate non-specificity. In some 
cases, these practical steps have helped to give appropriate guidance for Space activities.  In 

other cases, various agreements are unenforceable and have little to do with developing a regime 
that supports the desired role of entrepreneurs, private enterprise and innovative Space 
exploration.  

 
Space activities have proceeded under defense, civil and industrial sponsorship and direction. 
The policies have been dominated by defense and civil considerations, rather than the privat e 

sector, as reflected by the makeup of the space interagency process summarized in Figure 7.  
But recently private industry has begun to play a much more significant – and in some cases, a 
dominant – role in funding the design, deployment and operation of space systems – because 

that course is profitable. This trend should be encouraged in the proposed effort for NASA to 
establish a Lunar habitat within a decade, with incentives for entrepreneurs and private 
enterprise.   

 
Thus, the policies of the past – both the international „understandings‟ and the inter-agency 
practices – need to be reviewed and updated to reflect that new reality.  Such a serious updating 

should conform to the basic principles that have traditionally guided U.S. spirit and practice in 
exploring new frontiers, including the ideas embodied in the U.S. Constitution.  
 

In formulating such new „rules of the road‟ for renewed Space enterprise, it is instructive to 
consider some of the most remarkable passages in human thought, written by a refugee from 
National Socialism, a guest of British hospitality in London in 1942. Of particular note are the 

concluding remarks by Friedrich von Hayek in his "The Road to Serfdom," written in exile in 
London on the foundation of free societies. These remarks addressed to his host country, 
England, on the inherent dangers of totalitarianism, whether national or socialistic or both, are 

timeless and should be heeded as various U.S. authorities consider the policy issues of Space 
enterprise today. (pp.177f):
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 Europeans, including Hayek , all too easily overlook that these same ideals were the foundation of the 18th century 
American revolution and the VIRGINIA DECLARATION OF RIGHTS of 1775 in particular, drafted by Messrs. Mason 
and Lee and recognizing the Pursuit of Property Rights  specif ically, adopted by Mr. Jefferson a year later in drafting 

the Declaration of Independence and ultimately included in the U.S. Constitution. The spiritual roots of these ideas can be 



"… We have little right to feel in this respect superior to our grandfathers; and we should 
never forget that it is we, the twentieth century, and not they, who have made a mess of 

things. If they had not yet fully learned what was necessary to create the world they 
wanted, the experience we have since gained ought to have equipped us better for the 
task. If in the first attempt to create a world of free men we have failed, we must try again. 

The guiding principle, that a policy of freedom for the individual is the only truly 
progressive policy, remains as true to-day as it was in the nineteenth century."  
 

Had England only listened to Hayek: Let us not fail in Space, where the stakes, one may dare 
say, are much larger. 
 

The need to revisit, reformulate and innovate U.S. Space Policy to conform to new opportunities 
and capabilities is a paramount requirement, not only for the U.S. but for all free market nations 
worldwide.  This is necessary to assure substantial, productive and profitable (i.e. beneficial) uses 

of the vast investments made to-date by various governments, often with no regard nor incentive 
as to any practical uses. 
 

What comes to mind is not dissimilar to the situation in the Colonies over 200 years ago. With the 
opening of the vast new territories West of the Appalachians, who and how should one decide on 
property and property rights – some abstract entity in distant London or the people who dared to 

go out and open up these new spaces for civilization? What is needed is an application of these 
same principles of homesteading and property rights that guided our forefathers: Principles of 
the U.S. Constitution applied to a Declaration of Independence to and in Outer Space.   

 
A new Space Doctrine is needed along with any decision to establish the first permanent outpost 
on the Moon, assuring thereby the High Frontier for Space Enterprise. Critical amongst these 

principles – which should be established as a matter of statutory rights – are the indicated in the 
following proposed draft “Statement of Principles of Space Enterprise.”  
 

Obviously this draft Declaration can be improved upon, but the core principles expressed herein 
have to be part of any such new Declaration – without which Space enterprise for sure will be 
destined to fail: we might as well burn our Space ships – just as the Chinese bureaucracy did in 

1423 and let the „barbarians of Space‟ visit us.  
 
Absent such a Declaration of Rights: why should we have spent our precious resources to go 

West into the new territories; why would we have set out for Oregon and the Pacific?  Indeed, 
why now risk our treasure on Space Exploration and Enterprise?  
 

Hopefully, the United States will not repeat the mistake of the Chinese World Empire of the 15
th

 
century – and leave the „new territories‟ to others to explore and develop.

                                                                                                                                                 
traced, beyond John Locke, well back to scholastic thought, including the idea of the social contract foundation of all 
Government powers and the role (preference) of private property over common property. (Thomas Aquinas, Duns 
Scotus, and Marsilius of Padua - who would extend the social contract foundation even to matters of theology 
(c.1270 - 1342)).   

 



 
 

4.2 Proposed Statement of Principles for Space Enterprise  
 

A Declaration of US Space Property Rights and Independence (Williamsburg, Virginia , 

2008) 
 
Whereas the United States has been founded on a set of well understood principles fundamental 

to the pursuit of property [Virginia Declaration of Rights, 1775] and freedom of man and  
 
Whereas these principles have served the United States and the community of free nations well 

over centuries past  
 
Whereas, in addition, the very discovery and development of these United States and the 

Americas were founded on the principles of the freedom of the seas, including the freedom to 
appropriate land and resources unclaimed or unused by others  
 

The United States hereby declare:  
 
(1) FREEDOM OF NAVIGATION – The new "Sea of Space" shall be open for anyone to navigate 

in and to undertake whatever enterprise in analogy to the freedom of the seas; the United States 
shall not agree to or be party to any treaty, policy, regulation or understanding that limits this 
freedom in whatever form; the United States sees no difference between the Open Seas of Earth 

and the 'Open Seas' of Space and hence no new principles have to be invented or agreed to that 
would limit such freedom of navigation and enterprise - for whatever purpose.  
 

(2) THE RIGHT TO PRIVATE PROPERTY – Private property is fundamental to the pursuit of 
enterprise, investment, exploration and freedom of man, be it on Earth or in Space; the United 
States shall not agree to or be party to any treaty, policy, regulation or understanding that limits 

any proprietary rights of land, resources, services, data or other economic and intellectual goods 
in Space or derived from Space. In particular, the United States want to re-affirm that nothing in 
the „Outer Space Treaty‟ prohibits or contradicts full private property rights by any citizen of Earth, 

nor any and all uses of such property for whatever private or public gain. This all the more so as 
„private property‟ is the foundation of all free societies and has existed throughout known history 
at least since the inception of agriculture 5,000 or more years ago. On the other side „national 

property rights‟ are a rather recent arti fact promoted by the French revolution, giving rise to 
„nationalism‟ and „socialism‟ with a concurrent not ion that such „nations‟ are free to steal or 
infringe on any such private property. The devastating consequences of these artifacts, when 

combined, were seen in the 20
th

 century.  Specific provisions in the Constitution of the United 
States prohibit any „taking‟ of such private property by government(s) without due compensation, 
nor can the United States be any party to a treaty or agreement that directly or indirectly were to  

agree to such a „taking‟.  
 
Again, the United States see no difference between activities of free man on Earth and in Space 

for whatever purpose, and in particular reaffirms the right to private property of any and all means 
in the pursuit of exploration, science and commerce to be inalienable and fundamental to such 
freedom.  

 
To the extent that the United States de-facto or unwittingly may have been a party to different 
understandings and treaties, these shall henceforth be declared null and void to the extent that 

they infringe on such property rights. 
 
(3) MOON HOMESTEAD RIGHTS (and other Celestial bodies) – To foster the early and 

broadest possible exploration of Space and use of its vast resources the United States hereby 
proclaim Moon Homestead Rights whereby - in analogy to the principles that opened the vast 
reaches of the United States to development for the benefit of their people and world markets.  



 
The United States will recognize the appropriation of any surface and underlying mineral and 

resource rights by anyone on the Moon or on any other Celestial body, with the size of 
homesteading rights to be determined for each of these bodies separately. Asteroids and Space 
debris can be appropriated in toto.   

 
Such Homestead Rights are granted to any person that takes physical possession of such 
surface or object, himself or through ventures financed by him at his risk and benefit. Property 

rights have to be exercised through use. Should such use cease so shall the ownership of such 
abandoned property. 
 

Lands and resources claimed as private property in Space under the Homesteading principle by 
US persons shall be subject to the rights and obligations of the United States constitution.  
 

(4) LOW COST ACCESS TO SPACE FOR PRIVATE ENTERPRISE – Based on the principle 
that Government is formed to serve the individual, his rights, pursuit of freedom and property, the 
United States Government will henceforth make available at additive costs any facilities, services, 

hardware and intellectual Government rights in the pursuit of private U.S. Space enterprise.   
 
By 'additive costs' are meant the costs added by each specific private activity to Government 

Space program, project or facility costs, and proven by Government to have been added by those 
specific activities to any one annual government budget appropriation.  Similar access will be 
granted to any other free market nation that grants similar rights and access to its facilities and 

which participates in significant co-operative programs in Space with the United States. 
 
(5) COMPETITION – Earth and Space are best served by open competition of ideas and 

enterprise in free markets, so that the best may succeed.  Consonant with this premise the 
people of the United States will pursue their goals and interests in Space as they see fit: 
„anticipatory‟ regulations, license requirements, laws and other provisions that stifle enterprise in 

open markets serve no purpose.  
 
Nor is the exploration and use of Space served by 'co -ordinated' or co-operative programs for the 

sake of co-operation, if such programs deterred or stifled competition and enterprise by any 
nation and its people. After all, Spain and Portugal did not set out jointly to open the world for 
Europe. And the Soviet Union did not set out jointly with the United States to launch the first 

satellite or the first man into Space. Nor did President Kennedy set out to put man on the Moon 
and return him to Earth by the end of the 1960's jointly with the Soviet Union.  Duplication - i f any 
- is a low price to pay for enterprise and freedom in Space.  

 
(6) EXERCISE OF RIGHTS AND CLAIMS – Consonant with the positive principles of 
international law, the United States shall claim and recognize property rights in Space only to the 

extent that such rights are vested in persons that control or provide services, resources, land or 
goods anywhere in Space. The United States will not recognize any claims or rights based on 
abstract, theoretical notions of others that would infringe in any way on free enterprise by the 

United States or any other Space faring nation or person of mankind, or other civilizations yet to 
be encountered.  
We cannot foresee the ingenuity that companies, established or entrepreneurial, will bring 

to the building of new industries in the 21
st

 century based on the Highway to Space. Nor 
can we know the individuals whose names will rank with Douglas, Boeing, Sikorsky, and 
the other pioneers of the aeronautical industry. But looking back for analogies, we know 

that one of America’s heroes, Charles Lindberg, practiced the skills of piloting in heavy 
weather, prior to his Atlantic crossing, by flying the U.S. mail. 

 

Pioneering the Space Frontier  
Report of the National Commission on Space 

Dr. Thomas O. Paine, Chairman, 1986, p. 21  



V. Homesteads Declaration „Jamestown on the Moon‟ (and other 
Celestial Bodies)  
 
In Conformity with the Outer Space Treaty of 1967 and the Constitution of United States for any 

and all U.S. Launches thereto: 
 

A Declaration of Homestead Rights on the Moon and Beyond 

(Williamsburg, Virginia, A.D. 2008) 
 

Cognizant of the provisions of the Outer Space Treaty of 1967 and the setting therein of any and 
all territories on the Moon (and other Celestial bodies) to all mankind;  
Having noted the creation of private property ever since the establishment of agriculture through 

investment of work and resources by privates in eons past and future;    
Whereas property rights since time immemorial have been the foundation of free societ ies 
worldwide;  

 With the establishment of written laws and codes wherein such property rights were the 
foundation of emerging societal and market transactions;  

 
The Ice Man „Oetzi‟ (3,300 B.C.) and Hamurabi (1,780 B.C.)  

Aware of the Homestead Rights of man since time immemorial and documented through 

traditions and habits since at least the age of the Ice Man „Oetzi‟ in the Alps of over 5,300 years 
ago and the Code of Hamurabi of the year 1,780 B.C.;  
 

Cognizant of the fundamental role of property rights and homesteads to the very basis of the 
freedom of people, their dignity and independence, e.g.  the confirmed Tyrolean Freedoms and 
Homestead Rights in 1342;  

 
  



 

 
 

The Spread of Freedom and Homesteads from Tyrol to all of Europe  
[The Times Atlas of History, 1978, London, pp. 178-9] 

 

Knowledgeable of the Common Law and Law of the Commons documented by Thomas Littleton 
in the 15

th
 century for times preceding the  invasion of England in 1066, recognized by English 

Courts thereof ever since the liberation of England of Norman rule in 1688 and described by 

Edward Coke of Holkham in the late 17
th

 century;  
Whereas the first English settlements in the Americas have been founded by commercial Charter 
granted to the Company of Virginia leading to the first English settlement in North America under 

King James in 1607 - mindful of the development of the vast regions of North America which later 
became the United States  based on Homestead – the property for the sustenance and 
development of free men and communities without slavery and exploitation, were started with the 

recognition of Homestead Rights to 50 acres by one and all Jamestown settlers in 1616;   

 
Declaration of 50 Acre Homestead Rights for one and all Settlers 1616 A.D.  

 Free Settlements from time 

immemorial - Tyrol 

 Freed early - transition from 
labor services to money rent  

 In process of achieving 
freedom in 1789 

 Completely freed in 1799-

1815 period 

 Peasants in personal freedom 
1799-1815 vs. some land to 
former lords  

 Emancipation since 1807, but 

not peasants without plough 
team 

 Emancipation beginning 

 Peasants remaining unfree 

 Great German peasant revolt 
in 1525 



 
Keenly aware of core principles, including the inalienable private property in the Virginia 

Declaration of Rights of 1775 as a basis of free societies, including the right to land and 
resources unclaimed or unused by others beyond the Appalachias free of British dictation to one 
and all Virginians;  

Cognizant of the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 confirming the property rights of people to lands  
extending to one and all Northwest lands extending beyond the Confederacy without slavery or 
serfdom; and  

Reminded of the Homestead Rights of 100 acres to one and all extending the settlements beyond 
the Mississippi all the way to the Pacific through use of such lands without slavery and serfdom, 
thereby assuring property and freedom of one and all;  

 
The Opening of Settler Lands in North America to the Pacific 1790 - 1920 

Aware of the disastrous consequences in the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries when denying or abrogating 
private property rights, in particular to agricultural lands and homesteads such as the genocide of 
the Ukrainian peasantry under the Soviet regime in the 1920‟s, 30‟s and 40‟s, the 

“communization” of societies under Chairman Mao‟s Cultural Revolution and Pol Pot‟s 
“revolution”; 

 
The Killing of eight to twenty Millions in the Ukraine through Expropriation of Farm 

Homesteads - 1920‟s, 1930‟s and 1940‟s 
 



Cognizant of the current conflict between agricultural and nomadic tribes in Darfur, once again 
with genocidal consequences for those negated agricultural land property rights;  

Aware of the prohibition of national sovereignty to lands on the Moon (and other Celestial Bodies) 
by any nation or group of nations as stated and agreed to in the Outer Space Treaty;  
Beholden to the principle of acquiring and maintaining such homestead properties based on 

productive use of these lands or loss thereof with neglect of such use since at least the Code of 
Hamurabi of 1780 B.C.; 
Cognizant  of any and all rights deriving from the people and for the people under the Constitution 

of these United States, including limitations of rights of the Government to those rights ceded by 
the people to the Government (and not vice versa – the very perversion of rights and freedom);  
Knowing property rests in individuals and can be acquired by the State(s) only through full and 

just recompense for public use – if any; 
Following in the traditions of the Freedom of the Seas and the Freedom of Navigation across the 
Earth‟s oceans;  

Acknowledging private property and competition being the source and assurance of economic 
success and liberty in all the worlds, past, present and future;  
Under the guidance of the “Jamestown on the Moon:  A Market driven Economic Exploration of 

the Moon” of June 30
th

, 2007;  
Cognizant of the renewed Foundation of a First Moon Base, starting in 2015 for an initial set of 
twelve settlers by 2020 and a projected first Settlement of 144 (the Maya “twelve to the power of 

two”) by 2050 employed by the applications for the benefit of Earth and in Space on and from the 
Moon;  
 

 

 
One Projected First Settlement of 144+ People (Orbitec and Koelle, 2001)  

 

We hereby proclaim Homestead Rights on the Moon for Settlements and for Application(s) as 
follows  
 

(1) Moon Base Homesteads of initially up to twelve humans, to be expanded to a Homestead 

Village to 144 (the Maya Civilization number “twelve to the power of two”) anticipated to be 

fully self-employed and sustained by a mixture of various Commodity Homesteads such as 

Communications, Observations and Energy specified to-date – to be expanded in future 

times by additional homesteads expanding the full range of human activities outside Earth, 

ultimately independent and free of Earth, consisting of the Homestead property of one square 



mile per settler on the Base Community; 

  

(2)  Commodity Homestead Areas (products or services) shall vary between one square mile 

to 100 square miles – combining thereby individual Homestead owners of one square mile 

each – size depending on the specific application(s) proposed by claimant for use as listed 

below;  

 

Any individual or group of individuals launched from or through the United States can acquire 

Homestead property rights on the Moon and any Celestial Body beyond based on 

  

a. the property size/location needed for sufficient, sustainable activity for proposed activities 

thereon, which property sizes and rights can differ for various applications based on 

stated needs and expectations;  

b. Proof of technologies and know-how for the proposed use of the property for the 

provision of the commodities and revenues resulting therefrom; 

c. Financial means for the initiation, implementation and continuation of the use of such 

homestead; and 

d. Legal recognition of such Homestead property on the Moon by arrival thereon within one 

year of such Homestead Claim Registration, initial operations within five years and full 

operations within ten years thereof, to be continued thereafter;  

 

 

(3) Homestead Rights are open to any and all people of one square mile each, acting under 

the United States Constitution and using launch capabilities and locations in the United 

States of America as provided for in the Outer Space Treaty and cannot be leased, granted, 

given by Government(s), since the Outer Space Treaty specifically outlaws any National nor 

Supranational sovereignty to territories on the Moon (or any other Celestial Bodies);  

 

(4) Any Homestead Right shall be legally recognized by entry on the Moon (and other Celestial 

bodies) by the U.S. Homestead Rights Registry i f and when established by the claimant 

with first landing (entry) on such property for the development of the use(s), establish initial 

uses and sales therefrom to Lunar, Space and Earth based customers within five years  and 

establishment of full claimed commodities  (goods or services) within ten years after the 

registration of Homestead claim at first landing (entry);  

 

(5) Homestead Rights recognized and entered in the United States Homestead Registry of the 

Moon (and other Celestial Bodies), shall issue Title thereto and provide notification within 

the U.S. Government and to International Entities and Countries as required from time to 

time for information and notification;  

 

(6) The Homestead Rights will be specific to the proposed applications and uses described 

by the Homeowner(s) and issued separately, e.g. for use of the surface land and mining 

rights below such lands, services rights and rules, ranging from communications, data 

storage and archiving, observations, energy production and transmission, lunar „conventional‟ 

and novel Space transportation services, recreational and medical facilities, tourism, 

educational and  religious uses, amongst others; 

 



(7) Any and all Homestead Rights shall terminate with non-use of any Homestead for ten 

years or more, with such property open for claim(s) by new Homesteaders;  

 

(8) Any Homestead may be distributed across various areas on the Moon to combine or 

implement in an efficient way the proposed Homestead activity, such as Observations, 

Communications or Solar Energy collection and distribution, but - until evidence to the 

contrary - limited to a total Homestead combination of one, ten or 100 square miles, each 

depending on the proposed Homestead application; including thereunder  

 

a. In Communications, Library Digital Archives, Server Farms homestead combination 

units largely following the rules, regulations and arbitration as established through and 

with the International Telecommunications Union as to the uses and co -ordination of 

communications activities, with the allocation of homestead units to individuals as 

claimed by such private individuals and group of individuals to establish successful 

entities pursuing and operating the services and properties on and from the Moon. 

Separation of locations and sizes thereof will be determined in strict analogy and 

precedent accomplished in Space Telecommunications to-date  and adjusted to the 

requirements of the uses on the Moon, with the overriding requirement to assure a 

climate of competitive and innovative communications industries and their applications;  

 

b.  In Observations of the Earth, the Sun, the Solar system and the Milky Way and 

universe individual instruments and/or the establishment of a Condominium of 

Observatories in analogy to the examples on Earth such as ESO in South America and 

the US Astronomy observatories e.g. established on Hawaii, the South Western States 

and Alaska, Homestead Observatory combinations shall be claimed on territories and 

locations as required by the proposed observatory roles and functions, including facilities 

for the common support services such as data processing, storage, distribution, energy 

requirements, operations and maintenance/upgrade;  

 

c. In Solar Energy production and distribution Homestead combination sizes typically 

needed for the production of between 1 to 10 GWe on the Moon with appropriate 

transmission capabilities on and from the Moon to Cis-Lunar and terrestrial uses, typically 

anticipated to be ten by ten miles of about 100 square mile total per Solar Energy 

Homestead; and 

 

d. Other Homestead applications to be added accordingly from case to case and 

application by application.  

 

(9) Any Dispute(s) arising from any and all Homesteads so established on the Moon (and other 

Celestial Bodies) under U.S. Launch services thereto and therefrom shall be resolved under 

the U.S. Constitution by Arbitration or Jurisdiction by the Courts of the United States.  

 
In the United States of America such declaration shall be issued by the President of the United 

States of America through Executive Order entirely within the scope of the Outer Space Treaty, 
jointly agreed to and supported by the Congress of the United States (the Senate and the House), 
to prove the unanimity and cogniscence of the historical traditions and principles on which U.S. 

enterprises and freedoms are based on Earth and throughout Space.  
 

 



 
VI. CONFORMANCE OF HOMESTEAD RIGHTS ON THE MOON  

(AND OTHER CELESTIAL BODIES) WITH THE UNITED NATIONS 

 

“Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of 
Outer Space, Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies”  

Signed at Washington, London, Moscow, January 27, 1967  

Ratification advised by U.S. Senate April 25, 1967 

Ratified by U.S. President May 24, 1967 
U.S. ratification deposited at Washington, London, and Moscow October 10, 1967  
Proclaimed by U.S. President October 10, 1967 
Entered into force October 10, 1967 

The States Parties to this Treaty,  

Inspired by the great prospects opening up before mankind as a result of man‟s entry into outer 
space,  

[the very basis for Homestead claims by one and all] 

Recognizing the common interest of all mankind in the progress of the exploration and use of 
outer space for peaceful purposes,  

[a further basis for Homestead claims by one and all]  

Believing that the exploration and use of outer space should be carried on for the benefit of all 
peoples irrespective of the degree of their economic or scientific development,  

[with Homestead Claims proven as the very basis for the most equitable and democratic means 
of any economic development] 

Desiring to contribute to broad international co-operation in the scientific as well as the legal 
aspects of the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful purposes,  

[the Homestead Rights being a basis proven from times immemorial]  

Believing that such co-operation will contribute to the development of mutual understanding and 
to the strengthening of friendly relations between States and peoples,  

Recalling resolution 1962 (XVIII), entitled "Declaration of Legal Principles Governing the Activities 

of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space," which was adopted unanimously by the 
United Nations General on 13 December 1963,  

Recalling resolution 1884 (XVIII), calling upon States to refrain from placing in orbit around the 
Earth any objects carrying nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons of mass destruction or 

from installing such weapons on celestial bodies, which was adopted unanimously by the United 
Nations General Assembly on 17 October 1963,  

Taking account of United Nations General Assembly resolution 110 (II) of 3 November 1947, 
which condemned propaganda designed or likely to provoke or encourage any threat to the 



peace, breach of the peace or act of aggression, and considering that the aforementioned 
resolution is applicable to outer space,  

[which clearly also includes any and all threat to Homestead Rights by one and all people]  

Convinced that a Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and 

Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, will further the Purposes and 
Principles of the Charter of the United Nations,  

[all above in fundamental conformance of Homestead Rights – indeed enabling implementation of 
these principles wherever and whenever Homestead Rights were implemented on Earth]  

Have agreed on the following:  

Article I 

The exploration and use of outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, shall be 

carried out for the benefit and in the interests of all countries, irrespective of their degree of 
economic or scientific development, and shall be the province of all mankind.  

[in strict conformance with Homestead Rights and Practices, indeed possibly the only way to do 
so, avoiding exploitations and monopolies by anyone and any nation]  

Outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, shall be free for exploration and use 

by all States without discrimination of any kind, on a basis of equality and in accordance with 
international law, and there shall be free access to all areas of celestial bodies.  

[fundamental to the implementation of Homestead Rights by one and all humans] 

[Also: Not only are any and all States/Nations excluded from property on the Moon (and other 
Celestial Bodies), the United Nations themselves as a „Group‟ of nearly all the nations have 

similarly no right to nor claimed any property on the Moon or other Celestial Bodies. Hence 
property and economic uses of the Moon (and other Celestial Bodies) are clearly and solely 
available to any and all people of mankind, as exemplified by the Homestead Rights throughout 
history of free and independent humans].  

There shall be freedom of scientific investigation in outer space, including the moon and other 
celestial bodies, and States shall facilitate and encourage international co -operation in such 
investigation.  

Article II 

Outer space, including the moon and other celestial bodies, is not subject to national 
appropriation by claim of sovereignty, by means of use or occupation, or by any other means.  

[Fundamental to the implementation of Homestead Rights by one and all humans]  

Article III 

States Parties to the Treaty shall carry on activities in the exploration and use of outer space, 

including the moon and other celestial bodies, in accordance with international law, including the 



Charter of the United Nations, in the interest of maintaini ng international peace and security and 
promoting international co-operation and understanding.  

[Homestead has preceded, co-existed and shall survive whatever national and international rights 

exist, indeed Homestead is the very core to their fulfillment,  such as international peace, security 
and co-operation world-wide and mutual understanding. Amongst others, the US Homestead 
Rights were fundamental in the abrogation and abolition of slavery throughout the United States. 

The Tyrol is shown as Free Settlements land from time immemorial as example of freedom and 
use by one and all Tyroleans] 

Article IV 

States Parties to the Treaty undertake not to place in orbit around the Earth any objects carrying 

nuclear weapons or any other kinds of weapons of mass destruction, install such weapons on 
celestial bodies, or station such weapons in outer space in any other manner.  

[in full accord with Homestead Rights and Practices] 

The Moon and other celestial bodies shall be used by all States Parties to the Treaty exclusively 
for peaceful purposes. The establishment of military bases, installations and forti fications, the 
testing of any type of weapons and the conduct of military maneuvers on celestial bodies shall be 

forbidden. The use of military personnel for scientific research or for any other peaceful purposes 
shall not be prohibited. The use of any equipment or facility necessary for peaceful exploration of 
the Moon and other celestial bodies shall also not be prohibited.  

[Homestead Rights and Practices are possibly the only way to assure the fundamental objectives 

expressed herein. Property by any nation is outlawed by the Outer Space Treaty, hence national 
military properties seem to be excluded a priori as well].  

Article V 

States Parties to the Treaty shall regard astronauts as envoys of mankind in outer space and 

shall render to them all possible assistance in the event of accident, distress, or emergency 

landing on the territory of another State Party or on the high seas. When astronauts make such a 
landing, they shall be safely and promptly returned to the State of registry of their space vehicle.  

[Homesteaders are the “ultimate” messengers of all mankind, as they were on the exploration and 
use of Earth as well throughout history. Their rights of safety and return to the State of Registry 
are clearly implied herewith] 

In carrying on activities in outer space and on celestial bodies, the astronauts of one State Party 
shall render all possible assistance to the astronauts of other States Parties.  

[such practices are self-evident amongst one and all Homesteaders, on Earth and shall be so on 
the Moon (and other Celestial Bodies) as well]  

States Parties to the Treaty shall immediately inform the other States Parties to the Treaty or the 

Secretary -General of the United Nations of any phenomena they discover in outer space, 
including the Moon and other celestial bodies, which could constitute a danger to the li fe or health 
of astronauts.  

[A practice originally established by Homesteaders in the Tyrol and anywhere 

else as well] 



Article VI 

States Parties to the Treaty shall bear international responsibility for national activities in outer 

space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, whether such activities are carried on by 

governmental agencies or by non-governmental entities, and for assuring that national activities 
are carried out in conformity with the provisions set forth in the present Treaty. The activities of 
non-governmental entities in outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, shal l 

require authorization and continuing supervision by the appropriate State Party to the Treaty. 
When activities are carried on in outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, by 
an international organization, responsibility for compliance with this Treaty shall be borne both by 

the international organization and by the States Parties to the Treaty participating in such 
organization.  

[Explicit recognition of each State of the Outer Space Treaty to be exclusively responsible for the 
implementation of non-Government entities, precisely as those represented by Homesteaders, 

documented by the invulnerable principles of the United States Constitution and who under the 
US Constitution and history have invulnerable private property rights to lands a nd resources as 
stated and practiced therein, a fundamental obligation of the United States Government not 

allowed for abrogation, such as International Claims or Challenges and in confirmation of the 
outlawing of any properties by nations or states, a fundamental of the Outer Space Treaty] 

Article VII 

Each State Party to the Treaty that launches or procures the launching of an object into outer 

space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, and each State Party from whose territory 

or facility an object is launched, is internationally liable for damage to another State Party to the 
Treaty or to its natural or juridical persons by such object or its component parts on the Earth, in 
air space or in outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bo dies.  

[This Article gives the very statutory basis to any Space launching nation to establish the rules 

and regulations affecting whatever rights and obligations arise from/to the Space enterprisers 
from its territory. Thereunder the registration of Homestead Rights in conformance to the overall 
established rules and regulations to such registration(s) are fully in conformance and part of this 
Article and Article VIII]. 

Article VIII 

A State Party to the Treaty on whose registry an object launched into outer space is carried shall 

retain jurisdiction and control over such object, and over any personnel thereof, while in outer 
space or on a celestial body. Ownership of objects launched into outer space, including objects 

landed or constructed on a celestial body, and of their component parts, is not affected by their 
presence in outer space or on a celestial body or by their return to the Earth. Such objects or 
component parts found beyond the limits of the State Party to the Treaty on whose registry they 

are carried shall be returned to that State Party, which shall, upon request, furnish identifying data 
prior to their return.  

[As in Article VII above this Article is in full conformance, indeed foundation to the full 
implementation of and respect for Homestead Rights of one and all, as proposed]. 

Article IX 

In the exploration and use of outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, States 

Parties to the Treaty shall be guided by the principle of co-operation and mutual assistance and 
shall conduct all their activities in outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, with 



due regard to the corresponding interests of all other States Parties to the Treaty. [Fully 
Homestead conformant]. States Parties to the Treaty shall pursue studies of outer space, 

including the Moon and other celestial bodies, and conduct exploration of them so as to avoid 
their harmful contamination and also adverse changes in the environment of the Earth resulting 
from the introduction of extraterrestrial matter and, where necessary, shall adopt appropriate 

measures for this purpose. [Fully Homestead conformant, particularly the activities outlined for 
activities on the Moon]. If a State Party to the Treaty has reason to believe that an activity or 
experiment planned by it or its nationals in outer space, including the Moon and other celestial 

bodies, would cause potentially harmful interference with activities of other States Parties in the 
peaceful exploration and use of outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, it 
shall undertake appropriate international consultations before proceeding with any such activity or 

experiment. [Standard procedure ever since the Code of Hamurabi and any and all Homestead 
Rights and practices]. A State Party to the Treaty which has reason to believe that an activity or 
experiment planned by another State Party in outer space, including the Moon and other celestial 

bodies, would cause potentially harmful interference with activities in the peaceful exploration and 
use of outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, may request consultation 
concerning the activity or experiment. [Of basic importance to one and all Homesteaders, on 
Earth and in Space].  

Article X 

In order to promote international co-operation in the exploration and use of outer space, including 

the Moon and other celestial bodies, in conformity with the purposes of this Treaty, the States 
Parties to the Treaty shall consider on a basis of equality any requests by other States Parties to 

the Treaty to be afforded an opportunity to observe the flight of space objects launched by those 
States. 

[Homestead Rights in fact go one step further: any and all prepared to make their investments 
and pursue their opportunities have a right to do so, in this case for sure through the US 
Homestead Rights on the Moon and any other Celestial Bodies].   

The nature of such an opportunity for observation and the conditions under which it could be 
afforded shall be determined by agreement between the States concerned.  

Article XI  

In order to promote international co-operation in the peaceful exploration and use of outer space, 

States Parties to the Treaty conducting activities in outer space, including the Moon and other 

celestial bodies, agree to inform the Secretary-General of the United Nations as well as the public 
and the international scientific community, to the greatest extent feasible and practicable, of the 
nature, conduct, locations and results of such activities. On receiving the said information, the 

Secretary -General of the United Nations should be prepared to disseminate it immediately and 
effectively.  

[Part of any Homestead Right file for Registration in the USA and whenever passed on by the US 
Registry to other entities world-wide]  

Article XII 

All stations, installations, equipment and space vehicles on the Moon and other celestial bodies 

shall be open to representatives of other States Parties to the Treaty on a basis of reciprocity. 
Such representatives shall give reasonable advance notice of a projected visit, in order that 
appropriate consultations may be held and that maximum precautions may be taken to assure 
safety and to avoid interference with normal operations in the facility to be visited.  



[Existing practice of Homesteads] 

Article XIII 

The provisions of this Treaty shall apply to the activities of States Parties to the Treaty in the 

exploration and use of outer space, including the Moon and other celestial bodies, whether such 

activities are carried on by a single State Party to the Treaty or jointly with other States, including 
cases where they are carried on within the framework of international intergovernmental 
organizations.  

Any practical questions arising in connection with activities carried on by international inter-

governmental organizations in the exploration and use of outer space, including the Moon and 
other celestial bodies, shall be resolved by the States Parties to the Treaty either with the 
appropriate international organization or with one or more States members of that international 
organization, which are Parties to this Treaty.  

Article XIV  

1. This Treaty shall be open to all States for signature. Any State which does not sign this Treaty 

before its entry into force in accordance with paragraph 3 of this article may accede to it at any 
time.  

2. This Treaty shall be subject to ratification by signatory States. Ins truments of ratification and 

instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Governments of the United States of 
America, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics, which are hereby designated the Depositary Governments.  

3. This Treaty shall enter into force upon the deposit of instruments of ratification by five 

Governments including the Governments designated as Depositary Governments under this 
Treaty.  

4. For States whose instruments of ratification or accession are deposited subsequent to the 
entry into force of this Treaty, it shall enter into force on the date of the deposit of their 
instruments of ratification or accession.  

5. The Depositary Governments shall promptly inform all signat ory and acceding States of the 
date of each signature, the date of deposit of each instrument of ratification of and accession to 
this Treaty, the date of its entry into force and other notices.  

6. This Treaty shall be registered by the Depositary Governm ents pursuant to Article 102 of the 
Charter of the United Nations.  

Article XV 

Any State Party to the Treaty may propose amendments to this Treaty. Amendments shall enter 

into force for each State Party to the Treaty accepting the amendments upon their acc eptance by 
a majority of the States Parties to the Treaty and thereafter for each remaining State Party to the 
Treaty on the date of acceptance by it.  

Article XVI  



Any State Party to the Treaty may give notice of its withdrawal from the Treaty one year after its 

entry into force by written notification to the Depositary Governments. Such withdrawal shall take 
effect one year from the date of receipt of this notification.  

Article XVII    

This Treaty, of which the English, Russian, French, Spanish and Chinese texts are equally 

authentic, shall be deposited in the archives of the Depositary Governments. Duly certified copies 
of this Treaty shall be transmitted by the Depositary Governments to the Governments of the 
signatory and acceding States.  

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, duly authorized, have signed this Treaty.  

DONE in triplicate, at the cities of Washington, London and Moscow, this twenty -seventh day of 
January one thousand nine hundred sixty-seven.   
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